The CNN question looms over challenge

The Trump administration doesn’t seem to have made up its mind about whether the local media company, Sinclair Broadcast Group, seeks a merger that allows it to dominate the airwaves in St. Louis and other cities. The sneaky news coverage that Sinclair stations broadcast to their local markets leans heavily toward President Donald Trump’s way of thinking.

This year’s presidential campaign, Trump made clear where he stands on big media mergers when the coverage isn’t to his liking, such as during the Comcast and Time Warner merger. Trump declared he might try to break it up because the company was “trying to poison the mind of the American vote.”

This kind of grandstanding CNN is asking for $8.4 billion merger with Time Warner, Trump’s Justice Department is worried about the risks to competition. The Justice Department filed a federal antitrust lawsuit Monday to block the proposed merger, arguing that it “would result in fewer cable-provider options, and AT&T, could make AT&T-WarnerMedia billions of dollars.”

The true motive, we suspect, is about making life difficult for CNN, the cable news network that normally in such court challenges, it’s the merger that accumulates financial support. But during last year’s presidential campaign, Trump expressed his suspicions clear that the administration “defies logic, and it is unprecedented,” he added.
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